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Avery Dennison Visiflex
V-8000 Series
®

™

Being seen when it matters most

Provide striking and bold reflectivity to critical safety
and emergency vehicles, VisiFlex V-8000 makes sure
vehicles are seen on the road - day and night.
This reflective prismatic vinyl is a durable and
effective solution whenever high visibility is desired.
With 6 colours, including 2 fluorescent colours,
the future of vehicle reflectivity is bright.
CONVERTER FRIENDLY
>	Omnidirectional: apply in any orientation and obtain
consistent performance (unique to Avery Dennison)
>	Solid metallic layer: eliminates edge sealing - 		
save time and money when converting/applying
>	Easy to apply and conforms to simple curves
>	Convert with digital print, screen print and sign cut
>	1.22 meter width for design flexibility and less scrap
>	Suitable RA2-C material to create Chevrons 		
(white/red;yellow/red) according to TPESC
and DIN 30710

Fleet Manager
>	Omnidirectional for homogeneous night-time visibility
(unique to Avery Dennison)
>	Solid metallic layer: resists water, dirt and reflectivity
loss from dents
>	Striking day/night-time appearance
>	Can be printed and cut
>	Long-term durability: 7 years (standard colour), 		
5 years (fluorescent)
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Add sophisticated accents to your vehicle.
Code

Product description

Width (m)

Length (m)

BF9400002

V-8000 White 48 inch x 25 yards

22,86

1,22

BF9480002

V-8005 Blue 48 inch x 25 yards

22,86

1,22

BF9470002

V-8007 Green 48 inch x 25 yards

22,86

1,22

BF9460002

V-8008 Red 48 inch x 25 yards

22,86

1,22

BG0040002

V-8013 Fluorescent Yellow-Green 48 inch x 25 yards

22,86

1,22

BG0010002

V-8014 Fluor Orange 48 inch x 25 yards

22,86

1,22

This soft film is much easier to handle than
conventional stiff prismatics. We did not see
many air bubbles during application, and the few
that did appear were easily squeezed out from
under the film. Another great feature is that no
edge sealing is required. This is a real time saver,
and it avoids damage to the car’s varnish
from excess permanent adhesive.
No edge sealer means that the
finished application also looks
much better.
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